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GL.S.245, Red Womb Doll, crouching, 1980
GL.S.246, Portrait - headshot of Red Womb Doll against a red background, 1980
GL.S.247, Detail of Red Womb Doll's torso, 1980
GL.S.248, Detail of Red Womb headshot against a red background, 1980
GL.S.249, Red Womb hanging on a green wall, 1980
GL.S.250, Red Womb hanging on a white wall, 1980
GL.S.251, Red Womb hanging on a white wall - detail, 1980
GL.S.252, Red Womb hanging on a white wall, 1980
GL.S.253, Hermaphrodite doll with babies, 1976
GL.S.254, Hermaphrodite doll masturbating, 1976
GL.S.255, Hermaphrodite doll crouching, 1976
GL.S.256, Hermaphrodite doll giving birth, 1976
GL.S.257, Hermaphrodite doll giving birth, 1976
GL.S.258, Head shot of Hermaphrodite doll, 1976
GL.S.259, Greer Lankton at work on Hermaphrodite doll, 1976
GL.S.260, Hermaphrodite doll giving birth, 1976
GL.S.261, Close up of Hermaphrodite doll giving birth, 1976
GL.S.262, Close up of the Hermaphrodite doll's babies, 1976
GL.S.263, Close up of the Hermaphrodite Doll giving birth, 1976
GL.S.264, Hermaphodite Doll giving birth, from above, 1976
GL.S.265, Hermaphrodite Doll giving birth wearing a pink head-dress, from above, 1976
GL.S.266, Hermaphrodite doll crouching on a bench in a lab, 1976
GL.S.267, Hermaphrodite doll crouching - view from behind, 1976
GL.S.1022, Doll with yellow eyes, short red hair, wide black headband and yellow jacket sits with doll in blue lace dress
GL.S.1023, Alternate View- Doll with yellow eyes, short red hair, wide black headband and yellow jacket sits with doll in blue
lace dress
GL.S.1145, Doll in process
GL.S.1146, Life-size doll in process
GL.S.1147, Life-size doll in process
GL.S.1148, Doll in a black bodysuit and long gloves, with many layered chain necklaces and short dark hair
GL.S.1149, Doll in a black bodysuit, long gloves, and high boots
GL.S.1150, Alternate View, slight angle- Doll in a black bodysuit and long gloves, with many layered chain necklaces and short
dark hair
GL.S.1151, Doll in process
GL.S.1152, Doll in process
GL.S.1153, Doll in process
GL.S.1154, Doll in process
GL.S.1155, Doll in process
GL.S.1156, Doll in process
GL.S.1157, Blonde doll with detailed makeup, in nude bodysuit, with her hand on her shoulder
GL.S.1158, Doll in process
GL.S.1159, Doll in process
GL.S.1168, Portrait of doll with black hair, thin eyebrows, and red lipstick in black tulle gown and pearls, photographed against a
plain black wall, circa 1982
GL.S.1169, Portrait of doll with black hair, thin eyebrows, and red lipstick in black stockings and garter belt and open white robe,
photographed against a plain black wall, circa 1982
GL.S.1170, Portrait of doll with black hair, in black stockings and garter belt, photographed from behind and against a plain
black wall, circa 1982
GL.S.1171, Portrait of doll with black hair, in black gown and pearls, holding a model vulture, photographed in a corner, circa
1982
GL.S.1172, Portrait of doll with black hair, in black tulle gown and pearls, in three quarters view with a strong shadow, circa 1982
GL.S.1173, Full body portrait of doll with black hair, in black tulle gown and pearls, hair covering half her face, against white
background, circa 1982
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GL.S.1174, Full body portrait of doll with black hair, in black tulle gown and pearls, shot from below in dramatic lighting, one
hand raised, against black background, circa 1982
GL.S.1175, Doll with black hair in green jumpsuit, photographed from behind, circa 1982
GL.S.1176, Portrait of doll in with short black hair, thin eyebrows and high cheekbones in a green top, circa 1982
GL.S.1177, Full body, profile portrait of doll with short black hair, thin eyebrows and high cheekbones in a green jumpsuit, circa
1982
GL.S.1178, Full body portrait of doll with short black hair and wearing a green jumpsuit, as seen from behind with its legs
crossed, as if mid-step, circa 1982
GL.S.1179, Portrait of a doll with long dark hair and delicate features, topless and lying on purple background in three quarters
view, circa 1982
GL.S.1180, Portrait of a doll with long dark hair and delicate features, topless and lying on purple background from above at a
slight angle, circa 1982
GL.S.1181, Three quarters view of doll with its chin tilted up, in red top with beaded details and purple updo, circa 1982
GL.S.1182, Portrait of doll with dark updo, delicate features, and dramatic eyeshadow, topless with breasts exposed, wearing
gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1183, Two dolls, largely featureless, nude with genitals exposed, posed together on a white surface
GL.S.1184, Two dolls, largely featureless, nude with genitals exposed, intertwined together on a blue surface
GL.S.1185, Small doll posed like a dancer, wearing a mask, purple top and legwear and a black skirt, behind a row of full sized
shoes, 1980
GL.S.1186, Small doll with cropped, dark hair and mask, posed bent over as if dancing, wearing purple and black dancewear,
1980
GL.S.1187, Small, rigid doll with wire arms, blue and red paint in stylized body, 1980
GL.S.1204, Close up portrait of a blonde doll with large, wide set eyes in a denim shirt, circa 1975
GL.S.1205, Blonde doll with large, wide set eyes, sits on a table in one of Pratt's workspaces, wearing two piece denim outfit
and white shoes, circa 1975
GL.S.1206, Small, curvy black doll, made up of several different patches of colored fabric as if body paint, emphasizing chest,
hips, limbs, and head, circa 1975
GL.S.1207, Small, curvy black doll, made up of several different patches of colored fabric as if body paint, emphasizing chest,
hips, limbs, and head, circa 1975
GL.S.1208, Small, curvy black doll with exaggerated facial features, made up of several different patches of colored fabric as if
body paint, emphasizing chest, hips, limbs, and head, circa 1975
GL.S.2106, The Whimsey dolls, Spike and Daisy , circa 1990
GL.S.2107, Spike and Daisy sitting together with their hands joined, circa 1990
GL.S.2108, Daisy seated in a wooden chair in a peach-colored space, circa 1990
GL.S.2109, Spike sitting in a wooden chair, circa 1990
GL.S.2110, Spike and Daisy sitting in wooden chairs , circa 1990
GL.S.2112, Spike posed with his hands on his hips, feet set apart, circa 1990
GL.S.2114, Spike and Daisy standing together, arms intertwined , circa 1990
GL.S.2115, Spike and Daisy standing together, arms intertwined , circa 1990
GL.S.2116, Spike and Daisy standing together, arms intertwined, circa 1990
GL.S.2117, Spike and Daisy standing together, arms intertwined, circa 1990
GL.S.2118, Nude female torso sculpture hung on wooden wall by hands which are above its would-be head, circa 1990
GL.S.2119, Nude female torso sculpture hung on wooden wall by hands which are above its would-be head, circa 1990
GL.S.2120, Nude female torso sculpture hung on wooden wall by hands which are above its would-be head, circa 1990
GL.S.2121, Nude female torso sculpture hung on wooden wall by hands which are above its would-be head, circa 1990
GL.S.2122, Nude female torso sculpture hung on wooden wall by hands which are above its would-be head, circa 1990
GL.S.2123, Bra, hung on home madewire hanger hung on wall, painted to look like breasts, somewhat dimly lit, circa 1990
GL.S.2127, Bra, hung on home madewire hanger hung on wall, painted to look like breasts, off- kilter and lit softly from top right,
circa 1990
GL.S.2128, Bra, hung on home madewire hanger hung on wall, painted to look like breasts, off- kilter and lit softly from bottom
right, circa 1990
GL.S.2129, Bra, hung on home madewire hanger hung on wall, painted to look like breasts, somewhat dimly lit, circa 1990
GL.S.2130, Bra, hung on home madewire hanger hung on wall, painted to look like breasts, somewhat warmly lit, circa 1990
GL.S.223, Battered Figure sitting, 1979
GL.S.224, Charred figure with arms raised, 1981
GL.S.225, Charred figure with arms by their side at a right angle, 1981
GL.S.226, Charred figure with arms by their side, 1981
GL.S.227, Charred figure with arms by their side at a left angle, 1981
GL.S.228, Cancer Victim with a bare breasted doll, 1982
GL.S.229, Cancer Victim with a bare breasted doll - duplicate of GLS, 1982
GL.S.230, Red doll wrapped in wire, 1979
GL.S.412, Painting of Greer Lankton's stitches with the description of her rape, framed on a wall, 1979
GL.S.413, Watercolor of a blond infant in a crib with a striped blanket, 1979
GL.S.414, Watercolor and pencil, nude with arms raised, 1979
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GL.S.415, Watercolor and pencil drawing of a woman on a telephone, 1979
GL.S.416, Blue watercolor pencil drawing of a nude female, 1979
GL.S.497, Detail from below - Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, birthing triplets in amniotic sac, 1980s
GL.S.498, Hermaphrodite Giving Birth sitting upright, legs spread, gripping its belly in a medical-looking environment, 1980s
GL.S.1290, Greer Lankton working on Hermaphrodite Giving Birth doll in Pratt studio, March 1978 – December 1979
GL.S.4778, Detail shot of Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4793, Unidentified doll, hand-sewn, circa 1976
GL.S.4737, Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1985
GL.S.4775, Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4773, Greer Lankton working on her doll, Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4776, Detail shot of Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4779, Detail shot of Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4790, Close-up shot of Dee Dee Deluxe's face, circa 1976
GL.S.4786, Unidentified doll, hand-sewn with flower crown, circa 1976
GL.S.4789, Doll in process, circa 1976
GL.S.4788, S & M (The Gimp) leans against a brick wall, circa 1976
GL.S.4777, Detail shot of Hermaphrodite Giving Birth, circa 1976
GL.S.4787, S & M (The Gimp) leans against a brick wall, circa 1976
GL.S.4785, Unidentified doll, hand-sewn, circa 1976
GL.S.4784, Unidentified doll, hand-sewn, in a display case, circa 1976
GL.S.4783, Unidentified doll, hand-sewn, circa 1976
GL.S.4782, Doll head wrapped in plastic, circa 1976
GL.S.4781, Doll head wrapped in plastic, circa 1976
GL.S.4780, Doll head, circa 1976
GL.S.957, Close-up of S&M: The Gimp doll, circa 1978
GL.S.958, Close-up of S&M: The Gimp doll's torso, circa 1978
GL.S.959, S&M: The Gimp doll set against cinderblock wall, circa 1978
GL.S.960, S&M: The Gimp doll slumped against yellow wall, circa 1978
GL.S.961, Detail - S&M: The Gimp doll's torso, circa 1978
GL.S.962, Detail - S&M: The Gimp doll's head, circa 1978
GL.S.1027, Doll with short, black, braided hair nude except for black underwar and stockings, laid on the ground with hands
behind its head, circa 1979
GL.S.1028, Topless doll in black pants, rolled at the waistband and hands on waist, mouth and nose visible, chin tilted down,
circa 1979
GL.S.1029, Topless doll in black pants, rolled at the waistband, sitting against a plain white wall, hands in its lap, with close dark
hair, and purple lipstick, circa 1979
GL.S.1030, Doll with short dark hair and purple flower, shot from the shoulders up, chin tilted back, circa 1979
GL.S.1031, Doll with brown eyes, purple lipstick, and short dark hair with red flowers attached, circa 1979
GL.S.1032, Doll with black bob, circa 1979
GL.S.1033, Doll with black bob, circa 1979
GL.S.1034, Doll with black bob, circa 1979
GL.S.1098, Close-up of nude doll's chest, vagina and legs, circa 1979
GL.S.1099, Life-size nude doll with short dark hair, circa 1979
GL.S.1100, Nude doll with large features, circa 1979
GL.S.1101, Life-size nude doll, circa 1979
GL.S.1102, Life-size nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1103, Detail- Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1104, Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1105, Detail- Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1106, Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1107, Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1108, Nude doll with large features , circa 1979
GL.S.1160, Doll wearing brown floral vintage-style party dress, circa 1979
GL.S.1161, Doll wearing floral vintage-style party dress, circa 1979
GL.S.1162, Doll wearing brown floral vintage-style party dress, circa 1979
GL.S.1163, Doll wearing brown floral vintage-style party dress , circa 1979
GL.S.1164, Doll wearing brown floral vintage-style party dress , circa 1979
GL.S.1165, Doll brown floral vintage-style party dress, circa 1979
GL.S.1166, Doll in brown floral vintage-style party dress, circa 1979
GL.S.1167, Detail - doll wearing brown floral vintage-style party dress , circa 1979
GL.S.194, Nude blond doll wearing pearls in a bed scene, circa 1979
GL.S.268, 1981 Hermaphrodite doll crouching - view from the front, circa 1979
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